
Long-term supplier's declaration for products having preferential origin status 
 

The supplier's declaration, the text of which is given below, must be made out in accordance with the 
footnotes. 
However, the footnotes do not have to be reproduced. 
 

DECLARATION 
I, the undersigned, declare that the goods described below: 

Solar material nr Electrical Nr EAN Number (sales unit) Manufacturer part nr English material name 

1000383929 0249197295 5705157197294 498274029 ALU-TAPE AC 75MMX50M 1IN 

1000383931 0249197321 5705157197324 498954022 IRON WIRE GALV 0,7MM PIND 100GR 

1000383932 0249197334 5705157197331 490236000 KLOTZEL 9 CM 

1000383933 0249197350 5705157197355 498274025 ALU-TAPE AC 50MMX30M 

 
which are regularly supplied to Solar Danmark A/S (3) originate in EU (4) and 
 
satisfy the rules of origin governing preferential trade with Faroe Islands (5). 
 
 
I declare that (6): 
[ ] Cumulation applied with .....................................................................(name of the country/countries) 
 
[x ] No cumulation applied 
 
 
This declaration is valid for all further shipments of these products dispatched from: 
 

01.01.2022 to 31.12.2023 

 
I undertake to inform .Solar Danmark A/S immediately if this declaration is no longer valid. 
 
I undertake to make available to the customs authorities any, further supporting documents they require 
 
 
 
 
Place and date. 
 
Kolding 15-07-2022  
 
 
Name and position, name and address of company 
 
Mogens Tiedemann, Sales- & Product manager 
Armadan A/S 
Neils Bohrs Vej 1 
6000 Kolding 
 
 
Signature 

   
……………………………………………………. 
(1) Description. 
(2) Commercial designation as used on the invoices, e.g. model No. 
(3) Name of company to which goods are supplied. 
(4) The Community, country, group of countries or territory, in which the goods originate. 
(5) Country, group of countries or territory concerned. 
(6) To be completed, where necessary, only for goods having preferential origin status in the context of preferential trade relations with one of the countries 
referred to in Articles 3 and 4 of the relevant origin Protocol, with which pan-Euro-Mediterranean cumulation of origin is applicable. 
(7) Give the dates. The period shall not exceed 24 months. 
(8) Place and date. 



(9) Name and position, name and address of company. 
(10) Signature. 


